
Keep track of BlackBerry® applicatons becoming free or dropping in price with App Stalker – Brand 

new and unique for BlackBerry® Smartphones.

App Stalker for BlackBerry® Smartphones is the ultmate tool for keeping track of apps that recently  

have become available for free or have dropped in price. This applicaton runs silently in background,  

is easy to use and available for free.

Hong  Kong,  (PRWeb)  March  23rd 2011  –  Android  and  Apple  Smartphone  users  already  have 

applicatons that allow them to search for free applicatons or applicatons that have dropped in 

price. However, an applicaton for BlackBerry® Smartphones providing a similar service did not exist,  

untl now. 

S4BB Limited, nominee at the Global Mobile App Awards 2011, developed a free to download money 

saver; “App Stalker”. This unique applicaton allows BlackBerry® users to “stalk” apps on BlackBerry® 

App World™ that have dropped significantly in price or gone from paid to free. 

App Stalker is an app that runs in background and integrates fully with the BlackBerry® OS by showing 

litle notficaton icons in the notficaton bar whenever a new app has been found. Thanks to it’s built  

in Twiter feature, searching and sharing apps was never as easy as now. As a bonus feature, its users  

can customize colors and font size to their own preferences. 

All  current BlackBerry® models  running BlackBerry® OS 5.0 and  higher  are compatble  with  App 

Stalker. This includes the brand new BlackBerry® Torch™ 9800, BlackBerry® Bold™ 9780, BlackBerry® 

Style™ 9670, BlackBerry® Storm2™, BlackBerry® Curve™ 3G 9300, 9330.

App Stalker is available for free on BlackBerry® App World™, as well as directly on www.s4bb.com. 

For  additonal  informaton  about  App  Stalker,  please  contact  S4BB  Limited  or  visit  

htp://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/29283  

About S4BB Limited:

S4BB Limited is a Hong Kong-based company, specializing in the development of mobile applicatons. 

Its  market-leading BlackBerry® products  cover  nearly  all  aspects  of  what  is  possible  on a mobile 

device.  It  provides  sofware  for  the  world-wide  mobile  market,  such  as  games,  productvity 

applicatons, administraton tools, mobile communicaton products, as well as desktop applicatons 

for preparing data for your mobile device.
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